**Electroluminescent**

Ryan Ferguson has been active on the fringes of the Hamilton music scene for years now – picking up occasional shows with the guys from Canadian space-rock icons Sionspheric (he actually plays some Korg MS-10 synth on their 1998 sophomore album ‘There’s always someplace you’d rather be’) and other bands. Though these musical experiences have only pushed Ryan to do his own and creating his own brand of psychedelic drone as Electroluminescent.

He actively started to play solo shows some four years later in 2002, always somehow improvising and changing his sets, never playing the same thing twice. Carrying a pile of gear on stage, Electroluminescent’s successful one-man band challenge to sample everything on the fly, from guitars to synths to electronic drums made his live shows very dynamic and mostly very impressive. He has since then gathered a lot of interest and support from the scene, opening for the likes of A Silver Mt. Zion & Simply Saucer, touring Europe with Below The Sea.

**Measures**

"Measures" EP is roughly the 5th release by Electroluminescent. It follows his two self-released CDs (‘04 & ‘05), and his two EPs that came out on Quebec’s artsy 3rd label (‘05 & ‘06). It was specially put together as a Tour EP for his 2nd European tour in less than a year.

The 3 brand new tracks on this EP, which run for a full half-hour, are without a doubt some of his best work yet, starting off with hypnotic sine waves and then lifting us above the clouds with its groovy psychedelic Kraut ambient.

As if it weren’t enough, the EP includes remixes of two classic Electroluminescent tracks ‘Ghosts in the gap’ & ‘To make him live again’ (both on the Chat Blanc releases) by TQA friends & labelmates Elika and Millimetrik (one half of Le Chat Blanc Orchestra).

**Release date:** June 20th, 2007  
**Catalogue number:** TQA006  
**Format:** CD(r) EP  
**Dealer price:** $5.00  
**Running time:** 38 minutes 12 seconds  
**Track listing**

01. Ampere  
02. Farad  
03. Candela  
04. Ghost In The Gaps (Elika Remix)  
05. To Make Him Live Again (Millimetrik Remix)

**Design & packaging**

Pink-colored CD(r) on transparent hub, on the backside of a traycard that slides inside a folded transparent acetate printed sleeve, handled by two precisely placed staples. Artwork design by Beth de Jong. Packaging concept by Eric Quach. Each release is hand-numbered, hand-packaged, and inserted in a poly sleeve with flap.

**Distribution**

Independant/TBA

**Label:** Thisquietarmy Records

Based in Montreal, Qc. Canada

Inquiry: thisquietarmy@gmail.com  
Information: www.thisquietarmy.com

---

**Track listing:**

1. **ampere**
2. **farad**
3. **candela**
4. **ghost in the gap (remix)**
5. **to make him live again (remix)**

Remixes produced by Millimetrik (Paris)/Austin (Texas).